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However vast the existing literature on the Crimean War (1853–1856) may be, some topics are
yet to be covered. Mara Kozelsky takes a fresh look at the conflict from the perspective of the
civilian population, the animals and the Crimean landscape. An original point of view that coun-
ters the predominant (mainly British) military histories that keep appearing in bulk (cf. R. Har-
ris, 24 Hours at Balaclava: Voices from the Battlefield; I. Fletcher and N. Ischenko, The Battle
of the Alma 1854; T. Tade, A Short History of the Crimean War—all published in 2019). In
Kozelsky’s view, war is a transformative force that changed both the civilian population and the
Crimean peninsula’s landscape. The book’s chronological design follows the path of the war
from mobilization over the hostilities to the recovery after the signing of the peace treaty.
During the first stages of the war, when the war theatre was in the Danubian principalities,
the Crimean population was more than willing to facilitate the army with food and animals. The
Tatar population in particular was keen to prove its loyalty to the Russian government as they
realized that rising religious tensions could prove detrimental for them. 
This initial support for the army diminished quickly after the allied invasion unexpectedly
landed in Crimea and targeted Sevastopol, Russia’s naval stronghold in the Black Sea. Evacua-
tions were disorganized, leaving civilians in the lurch. As the war took a heavy toll on the civil-
ian population, some Tatars supported the Allies, but it is very hard to objectify this, as unbi-
ased information is scarce. In the perception of part of the Russian leadership, the Tatar
population became unreliable. 
The Battles of Alma, Balaklava and Inkerman took a heavy toll on both armies, but the after-
math left the local population in distress: refugees crammed the roads, and farms, orchards and
vines were destroyed. In unoccupied Crimea, martial law was imposed, granting the army the
right to purchase (at prices set by the military) or expropriate food from civilians. In an urgent
need for animals, army officials deprived farmers of their working animals. In numbers, animals
were among the biggest casualties of war. Roads were littered with corpses of dead horses and
animals of burden. In working livestock alone more than 96,000 animals perished between 1854
and 1856. 
One of the main issues for armies on both sides were the poor conditions of Crimean roads
impeding food and arms to be transported. The fact that farmers and tradesmen had to hand over
their carts for military transport meant that they were left with no means to collect nor transport
crops, which added up to the total collapse of the local economy. The subsistence crisis sparked
allegations that Tatars collaborated with the enemy and hoarded food. “It was easier for hungry
people,” Kozelsky notes, “to understand food shortages as the peculation of greedy individuals
than to grapple intellectually with larger systemic complexities of war and market forces.”
(125). In this climate, the word ‘kulak’ pops up, more than sixty years before Bolsheviks gave
it its notorious connotation. 
The Tatar’s religious leader, the mufti, tried to counter the allegations and called in vain for
a Tatar militia to be raised, but instead, Tatars living near the warzone were deported. Hardlin-
ers met opposition within the local administration protesting the illegality of the deportation, but
more than 7,000 Tatars were forcibly moved, others left by their own choice. Good riddance,
according to Tsar Alexander II. “It would be advantageous to rid the peninsula of this harmful
population,” he commented (170). Russian and German colonists were moved in to take over
the Tatar’s farms and in this climate tensions among the multi-ethnic population soared. 
After the fall of Sevastopol, it took seven months for a treaty to be signed. During this time
“between war and peace,” civilian suffering reached its peak. From 1857 on the government set
up a relief plan aiming to compensate with public funds, tax relief measures, and charity to those
individuals who had lost property. Local committees compiled the losses civilians had suffered.
Most petitioners received between five and ten rubles, but inequality ruled and “those of noble
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birth and connections with the Russian elite could walk away with thousands” (185). The
 recovery program was the largest state-sponsored social project before the Great Reforms of the
1860s and, as Kozelsky argues, was a prototype of those reforms. 
Shortly after the war, two hundred thousand Tatars left Crimea for the Ottoman empire.
 Official reports blamed oppressive wartime conditions and discharged claims of Tatar disloy-
alty. Kozelsky acknowledges the migration of Tatars as one of the largest internal migrations in
nineteenth-century Europe but does not elaborate on this sufficiently. The topic certainly
 deserves more attention in further research. How did it shape Tatars’ historical memory, consid-
ering the hardship they suffered during the Stalin era? And does it still influence contemporary
generations of Tatars, both in the Russian-annexed Crimea (from 2014 on) and in the diaspora? 
Apart from several typos, Kozelsky’s book deserves full credit and is useful, both for schol-
ars and students of Russo-Tatar relations. The result of multiple years of research, “Crimea in
War and Transformation” offers an excellent view of what happens behind the scenes of a war-
zone. The author thoroughly evaluates sources from the Russian government and draws on
 numerous personal accounts of civilians. The original angle and robust research contribute to
the ongoing debate about the Crimean War. In doing so, the book also provides context for
 understanding the position of Tatars in today’s Crimea. 
Gaëtan Regniers (Ghent University, Belgium)
Liza Knapp. Anna Karenina and Others: Tolstoy’s Labyrinth of Plots. The University of Wis-
consin Press, 2016. ISBN 9780299 307905. 327 pages. $21.95 (paperback), $79.95 (hard-
cover)
Liza Knapp’s admirable study of Anna Karenina (1878) is a book written with civic wit and crit-
ical thoughtfulness. Knapp looks at Tolstoy’s over-examined novel and its enigmatically venge-
ful epigraph to ask why it is that Anna Karenina, who is very guilty—as Knapp says, she is a
“bad mother, unfaithful wife, sex fiend, drug addict, and a jealous shrew”—“still evokes com-
passion” (8) in the first place? For Knapp, the presence of more than one plot in Tolstoy’s adul-
tery novel is his tribute to the ancient form of a multi-angled presentation on a single vita that
leaves more empathetic provisos than verdicts in its wake and necessitates communal discus-
sion about why and when we feel inclined to condone the defects of human nature and individ-
ual bad behavior. Is this merely to eulogize our sense of entitlement to freedom and happiness?
Or is it because there is indeed a nebulous something called “neighborly love” that literature is
able to transmit? The unresolvable and undefinable goodness of the human heart is an obstinate
force that thwarts religious pundits, scientists, and philosophers—all of the figures whom Kon-
stantin Levin, Tolstoy’s transparently “quasi-autobiographical hero” (5), and his alleged figure
of redemption, rejects in favor of Pascal. As the Pascalian seeker, the often-clueless Levin pro-
tects our experience of reading from the ire of those formal purists who are horrified by Tol-
stoy’s concessions in their quest for justice in literature—like the tribunal-minded Henry James
who preferred to parse one story and one moral dilemma at a time, for a more conclusive result.
In Knapp’s hands, Tolstoy’s use of interweaving plots becomes so much more than a mere
rhetorical device—both as a notion and an investigative tool. 
It is commonly assumed that Anna Karenina only contains two plots: one about Levin, whose
iffy and seemingly spontaneous discovery of faith at the end of the novel supposedly shames (or
justifies, depending on one’s reading) at least some, if not all, of Anna’s “guilts,” about whom the
second plot concerns. Knapp insists, however, that neither Levin’s newfangled faith—however
we read it—nor the endgame of what basically becomes his plot in Part VIII, are there in the
novel to judge Anna. For Knapp, Anna Karenina was not written to pillory its eponymous char-
acter, nor was it a medium through which Tolstoy merely rehearsed his own crisis. She does not
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